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A truism:

“not all patients will react the same way to radiotherapy”

patients with

identical tumor

characteristics
(location, pathology, 

size, stage)

+ same treatment 

schedule
=

some will suffer

toxicity effects

and some will not

some will be cured

and some will not



Knowing the probable given outcome to a given treatment for a given patient

would certainly help!

other treatments?

other doses?

avoid ineffective treatments and/or non-acceptable toxicity

• development of robust and accurate prediction techniques for RT

• such techniques will also give insights into causes of failure

• leading to the design of more effective intervention in the future



Dosimetric
variables

Genetic
variables

Clinical
variables

Measurement of a single parameter is unlike to succeed as a robust predictor

We have to learn how to cope with a “mass of information”

We have to develop models able to incorporate all relevant variables



Genetic variables … which one ?

Alsner Seminars in Radiat Oncol 2008



Toxicity and genetic variables … genetic variants

All studies were based on the candidate 

gene approach �investigate sequence

alteration based on functional knowledge

about the gene product

Studies include breast and prostate cancer

pts and a variety of both acute and late 

effects

None of these studies found association between

radiosensitivity and pathologenic mutation of selected

genes

A relatively large proportion of the studies have reported significant findings and several

genetic variants have been appointed as “promising candidates”: variants in ATM, TGFβ1, 

XRCC1 and GSTP1

Nonetheless results are often contradictory and non-replication of previous results has

frequently occured

Andreassen RO 2009, review



First limitation: genetic susceptibility is complex trait

Andreassen Acta Oncologica 2005, review



Second limitation: little attention to dose in OAR

The relationship between rectal dosimetry

and rectal toxicity (grade 1-2) is explicitly taken into account



“This finding supports the hypothesis that a genetically
determined dose–response relationship is possible and could

be used to predict the probability of side effects associated with
radiotherapy and serve as a rational basis for individualized

radiation dose prescriptions”



Toxicity and genetic variables … intermediate phenotype approach







Non-bleeders:
High-risk DVH

Bleeders:
Low-risk DVH

Suggested cut-off DVH
lrb probability <5-10%



LSM7    � cut-off value = 6.0 9/10 pts correctly classified in Low-Risk
bleeders (radiosensitive pts)

DRAP1  � cut-off value = 5.5 9/10 pts correctly classified in High-Risk
non-bleeders (radioresistant pts)



The Future of Radio-toxicity Prediction: 
Including Gene Profiling in pre-treatment Nomograms ?

G2-G3 late rectal bleeding

Genetic susceptibility?

Just an exercise …

R. Valdagni, T. Rancati and C. Fiorino, Cancer, 2009



Tumor Control and genetic variability
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Tumor Control and genetic variability

First step was to assess intrinsic radiosensitivity, repopulating ability

and hypoxia, three factors that were known to influence treatment 

outcome

�Studies on p53, apoptosis, DNA breaks, PTEN

These studies provided a lot of proof-of-principle data, but did not

evolve in useful tools for clinical routine

� tumor biology is very complex

measurement of a single parameter is unlikely to be a 

useful predictor



DEFINITIONS:

Proteomics is the large-scale study of proteins, particularly their structures 

and functions.

Proteins are vital parts of living organisms, as they are the main 

components of the physiological metabolic pathways of cells.

The ensemble of various technologies necessary to identify and ascribe 

biology to proteins in vivo" (DM&D proteomics report).

Use of proteomics?



Investigate proteins that may mediate differences in response to

radiotherapy:

� Allal et al. (Proteomics 2004), identification of a small list of proteins

measured in biopsy before RT and  related to RT response (radioresistant)

Assess the proteomic profile of a tumor to predict present state of the 

disease, prognosis and response to specific therapies:

� Yanagisawa et al. (Lancet 2003), protein mapping of 42 lung tumors, 

with ability to classify cancer histologies and nodal involvement with 85% 

accuracy, and distinguish patients with good and poor prognosis.

Use of proteomics?



• development of robust and accurate prediction techniques for RT

• such techniques will also give insights into causes of failure

• leading to the design of more effective intervention in the future

… LAST MESSAGE

�Still in the stone-age!

�No genetic TCP-NTCP model is available for routine use in the clinic

�The great achievement of the recent years is the awareness that in this

field a wide multidisplinary approach is needed in order to study all

aspects involved in the prediction of the response to RT


